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Design In High-Resolution 
MWIR Thermal Imaging
3 Cooled-Core Cameras
OEMs select FLIR µCore-275Z, Mini-Core or MCT Modules because they provide unparalleled visibility 
of long-range targets. Working in the midwave infrared spectrum (3 – 5 μm), these cooled thermal  
camera cores are ideal for gimbals, security and surveillance products.

Midwave thermal cameras are the most affordable route into a 640 x 512 resolution imager for 
your product. FLIR midwave thermal cores operate in low f/#, allowing for more compact and afford-
able lenses. Plus, midwave detectors are more effective in warm and humid conditions because of 
better atmospheric transmission.

For more information on these thermal camera cores and all of FLIR’s OEM solutions, please visit  
FLIR.com/OEM.

About FLIR OEM
FLIR Systems provides components and cores for a large number of advanced thermal  
imaging platforms. Thermal imaging camera cores are subsystems designed to allow integration 
into other systems. Camera cores can be used in whole or subsystem form by an OEM in several 
applications. Other FLIR OEM components include longwave, shortwave and near infrared 
camera cores, laser pointers and rangefinders, readout integrated circuits (ROICs) for infrared and  
x-ray as well as high-performance pan-tilts.
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What Comes with FLIR  
Midwave Camera Cores
Continuous Optical Zoom 

µCore-275Z and Mini-Core are both capable of optical continuous zoom, which give operators an 
advantage of working back and forth between a narrow and wide field of view without ever losing 
sight of the target. 

Cooled MCT Detector
The Mercury Cadmium Telluride (MCT) detector offers excellent range performance. It produces a 
crisp thermal image of 640x512 pixels (several detector matrix sizes are available).

Multiple Fields-of-View Optics
MCT 3000 and Mini-Core are all available with multiple fields-of-view optics, extending range  
performance beyond what’s possible with a continuous zoom lens. Wide angle lenses provide situ-
ational awareness while narrow angle lenses provide details you need to confirm why a target caught 
your eye in a wide or medium angle image.

Easy Integration
These turnkey thermal imagers have advanced image processing features built in and are ready for 
system integration. They incorporate easily with common power and video interfaces found in exist-
ing and new systems.

Advanced Image Processing
Powerful image processing algorithms are embedded in these thermal imagers’ hardware and software. 
AutomaticGain Control (AGC), histogram equalization and other functions guarantee high-quality  
thermal imaging day or night.

Digital Detail Enhancement 
µCore-275Z and Mini-Core HRC include FLIR Systems patented Digital Detail Enhancement (DDE)  
algorithm. DDE assures clear, properly contrasted thermal images and delivers a high-contrast im-
age even in extremely dynamic thermal scenes.
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Equipment described herein may require US Government authorization for export purposes. Diversion contrary to US law is prohibited. Specifications are subject to change without notice.  
©2012 FLIR Systems, Inc. All rights reserved.
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SANTA BARBARA
FLIR Systems, Inc. 
70 Castilian Drive 
Goleta, CA 93117 
PH: +1 805.690.5097 
FX: +1 805.685.2711

INDIA
FLIR Systems India PVT. LTD.
1111, D Mall
Netaji Subhash Place
Pitampura
Delhi - 110 034
INDIA 
PH: +91 11 4560 3555
FX: +91 11 4721 2006
email:  flirindia@flir.com.hk

FLIR FRANce
Advanced Thermal Solutions
19, bld Bidault
77183 Croissy-Beaubourg
France
Tel.: +33 (0)1 60 37 01 00
Fax: +33 (0)1 64 11 37 55
E-mail : research@flir.com

eUROPe 
FLIR Commercial Systems AB
Luxemburgstraat 2
2321 Meer
Belgium
Tel. : +32 (0) 3665 5100
Fax : +32 (0) 3303 5624
e-mail: flir@flir.com

RUSSIA
6 bld.1, 1st Kozjevnichesky lane 
115114  Moscow
Russia
Tel.: +7 495 669 70 76
Fax: +7 495 669 70 72
E-mail: flir@flir.com

北京第一分公司
地址：北京市朝阳门外大街甲6号 
万通中心C座509室（100020）
电话：+86 10 5979 7755
传真：+86 10 5907 3180
邮箱：info@flir.cn
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